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About This Game

There was Jack,
Just a lumberjack.

But bad times have come -
Big evil rabbits attacked.

They've enslave all of them
And our Jack became a SuperLumberjack!

Chop wood and do it quickly to get more points. Be careful: do not hit the rabbit with an ax. Otherwise you will lose.

History Mode:

Complete all 24 levels. Find out what the rabbits want, and help Jack bring peace back to earth!

Arcade Mode:

Set records, play with friends in "Double Mode", discover new characters and locations.
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Title: Super Lumberjack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
17Studio
Publisher:
17Studio
Release Date: 2 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 650M / Radeon R9 M375 or higher graphics card

Storage: 30 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Russian
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super lumberjack. super hipster lumberjack speedrun. lumberjack attack super shop. superdry lumberjack shirt. superstep
lumberjack. lumberjack superhero. lumberjack vs super thor. superdry lumberjack. super hipster lumberjack

My mic wasnt working then I installed this program boom! Working again 10/10. Pretty cool puzzle game, and cool graphics..
Found it easier for myself to avoid playing it rather than trying to fit in in the control schemes provided (other problems aside).
Make yourself a service and check out forums prior to buying, as it may save you some money. Also good idea would be to at
least wait for a discount, if you have to test your luck.. + Fantastic graphics, the characters and the world are excellent.
+ Fast-paced, flexible and fun battle system.
+ Coherent story.
+ Tactical battles and kingdom-builder (I would put them to minuses, but they mostly are not mandatory to do).
+ Good quests for main story.
+ Post-game content.

- Small amount of different types of enemies.
- Shallow characters.
- Boring side-quests (kill\/gather 10 mobs\/herbs).
- Main story is children-oriented, though not bad.
- No voice-acting.. I mean... I get it, but I don't.

Instead of being a game, this is a program for whatever reason.
It is a simulator, if anything.

It is a... program... where you select different sounds, individually change their volume, pitch and speed.
Once you're done you save that and you can load it and play it.
That's it.

Also, why does the list of sounds include screaming noises, baby crying etc...?
These are not ASMR sounds.
And as for the actual ASMR sounds that are in the game, I mean program, there are barely any.
It needs a larger library of sounds.

I get what it's supposed to do, and I guess it does it; I.E induce ASMR.
But you can just search for Tapping ASMR, for example, on YouTube and get a thousands times more content for a
thousand times less effort.

Not worth the money or effort.

*Oh, and the opening screen of the game includes seizure inducing flashing colours.
Great for ASMR.
Just thought I'd let you know.. Good Game! /)
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Unforgiving but fun. Levels were amusing. Generally a good platformer.
. A mostly successful attempt to return to form by the people at Red Thread Games after struggling to finish the story of
Dreamfall Chapters. This time the story is kept relatively small and contained without a lot of moving pieces, while still feeling
like it is building toward a bigger world. It can, at times, feel a little bit disjointed, but I believe that is largely by design. The
atmosphere and voice acting is top-notch, while the gameplay is akin to most 'walking simulators'. In the end it made me wish
the game was slightly longer, but only because I wanted to spend more time with these characters and further explore their
world.. Izzy is a cuck. This game is non-sensical. You sign super expensive, talented free agents and they become statitical bums
within a few weeks. What a joke. All support told me is that "sometimes that happens." Funny in real life I've never seen
anything like it, and then devs call this a "simulator." Not.. Great
\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d game to play i recommend this. I didn't enjoy this game as
much as The Chosen 1. The game is too short, and there is nothing to discover. The gameplay is pretty straightforward. By the
way, if you get to the end, you will "earn" all achievements. All those were strongly developed in the first game, and it is a
masterpiece.
Anyway, I would recomend buying the game so you can know how the whole thing ends. Good Luck!. A couple of times it just
closed itself and back to windows I went. It felt a bit unfinished from time to time but maybe that's just me.
On the other hand it's great if you always wanted to build your own spaceship :D

I also found out that it only uses one cpu-core which naturaly leads to lack in big battles. Don't know if that's supposed to be this
way.. I can't recommend this game enough. Sure it's cartoony and looks cheesey but the game play by far is the most robust
action packed shooting game on the vive in my opinion. There are so many features and the devs are pretty active in keeping
this updated. The only thing I would like to see is more levels and maybe gun customizations like laser sites and a rocket
launcher. Also maybe the ability to switch guns during gameplay. But even without those things, this game is really awesome.
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